
Think Tank I.
Location: Zoom

Date: 9th November, 2021

Attendees: Sophia Bombeld (SB), Jordy van den Brink (JB), Emmi Ihde (EI), Stijn Hoogvorst

(SH), José Josefina (JJ), Marta Menge (MM), Jeroen van Osnabrugge (JO), Luca Del Negro

(LDN), Alex Hall Allen (AHA), Maddie Evans (ME), Renata Rîmbu (RR), Karla grosse Kohorst

(KK), Marjolein Regtuit (MR), Fernando De Freitas (FF), Anahita Gharmani (AG), Elias

Hidoussi (EH), Elisa den Ouden (EdO), Weronika Wiącek (WW), Nadia Rezmirea (NR), Fiona

Both (FB), Tomma Fiedler (TF), Sebastiaan den Broeder (SdB) , Pedro Said Vieira (PSV)

1. Welcome

2. How is everyone?

3. What is a Think Tank

SB: Where members can give us feedback and suggestions of what we can improve. Topics such

as the introduction period. What do you guys think?

MM: As a member of the Introduction Committee most of  my concerns became true, too much

for SES, incredibly busy, little too expensive for the members and too intense because of all the

extra events of the previous board. Could not really incorporate second years into the

introduction period. In general it was still successful, everything sold out quickly.

SB: It had to be this way because of the corona year of last year.



4. How have the first 2.5 months been?

AHA: Wanted to thank the introduction committee and boards, even though we are 2nd years we

still had some fun events. Borrels are a great success so far.

FF: As a new member and somebody that is new to the city, borrels are fun and the introduction

weekend was amazing. Liked to hang with the board, a lot of events but the social aspect is nice,

I really liked everything.

RR: Big thanks to the board and the introduction committee

EdO: For someone that has been to all the intro events I want to thank the board for the warm

welcome and the new home. I could not imagine a better introduction period.

5. How was the introduction period?

a. Feedback, comments, suggestions

SB: It was the first proper introduction period after a corona year with full lockdowns and stuff

JO: The time we went to Kopstootbar was not as successful. You can try other borrel locations

but not Kopstootbar again.

SB: We had to pick a new location because Amstelhaven could not have us and we received a

deal from them so we figured why not make use of this opportunity.

MR: The two floors in Kopstootbar were the problem in my opinion. You could not see

everybody

MM: Small remark; last year we talked about the overlapping of events. What we discussed is

that we were going to separate these events. Eventually this did happen. Financial risk was not

thought of, therefore we had to open it up to have enough attendees. Otherwise we would have

made a loss. (with regards to events such as the Lustrum Gala)

SB: As of this year we are going to ask the FCC and ADB for advice about big budget contracts

SH: We want to push this through, for every contract above a 1000 euros we ask the FFC and

ADB for advice. What do other members think about this?

MM: How much of that advice will influence the opinion of the board? Advice is not binding.

EI: Advice will always be taken seriously. If there are serious concerns by the ADB or FCC,

those need to be addressed and solved as best as possible first. Most important is to get the



opinion of more experienced and different members (and non-members) to look at new projects

from different points of views.

JO: Take advice seriously to limit the risks. If nothing can be changed and the FCC and the ADB

say no it comes down to the board. However, I have faith in this board and the upcoming boards.

SB: We do trust the ADB and do listen to them, like when we had to make the policy plan.

SH: Act is mostly meant to look over the contract, need an objective judgement.

AHA: As 2nd year we understand the troubles of this year but we are still more than satisfied.

MM: Luckily a lot of 2nd years still come to the borrel and the other events.

6. How do you think we can increase presence within European Studies and how we

can improve visibility?

SB: For example in the Dutch track, since SES became international the Dutch track

particiaption is decreasing each year.

LDN: SES could use some professional help, the association needs to develop its identity and

brand. On a visual level it is not strong enough. It will be expensive but also profitable.

MM: We had a lot of Dutch people joining, maybe this year was lucky but it would be nice to

keep it up. Luca’s point is valid. Logo of SES says SESO, I know someone that can help for a

reasonable price.

EdO: I am in the Dutch track and I think that a lot of dutch track students are involved in SES.

Orientation day session was really helpful, it was not just SES as an association but also showed

some faces and voices of the board.  The karaoke night in the first week was amazing. Really

helped the dutch students.

SH: Promotion and media, any tips?

JO: More personal things on the instagram, borrel or board members.

MM: It would be nicer than just promotional material, however due to the high amount of events

in the beginning it should not have that much personal stuff. Now more personal stuff is fine, but

we also need professional stuff on social media. More distanced people don’t want their

instagram to be spammed with unprofessional events. The core group follow each other's private

Instagram anyways.



MR: Board takeovers need to come again. Personal takeovers are nice. I don’t think first years

get sick of the social media, it helps them socialise and relate to the association.

ME: In the first years we did not have any connection with anything happening in person, when

we saw the personal content on Instagram it made SES much more approachable and friendly.

SB: We don’t want to dominate people’s stories

MM: I am not against personal stuff, I do think we need more pictures of events.

AHA: Each committee could have a take over throughout the year. This shows first years what

each committee entails. Great for participation. Do keep it professional while at the same time

also personal.

AG: As a first year it is still super vague what I am doing in the committee, Alex’s idea is super

nice.

7. Structural ideas for SES?

MM: Not sure if this has been the case before, but I think it is weird that the votes are public.

JO: votes that are not about people are often public anyways, GA are long anyways, anonymous

voting takes even longer.

SH: What we did with the FCC was an experiment, for the next GA we can look for something

online that is anonymous

JO: Kleio did something new, online voting, secretary has to count and some that is elected has

to check the secretary

EI: Important to have a more anonymous voting procedure especially when it comes to

board/committee member decisions. Those can be very personal as you vote for or against

certain people, which is why they should not be held openly.  All associations have different

voting procedures, some also have anonymous voting only for delicate decisions, or anonymous

all together.

MM: Safer counting mechanism

8. Ideas for possible future events?

MR: Association in the Hague that is European Studies related as well , they are called Escape,

they are an effective association. Always teaming up with Kleio is getting boring



FB: What I usually hear from 1st years students is that we don’t have a clue what language and

what major we want to chose

EI: I am in the educational committee, we are organising events that will help with this. In the

second semester, we will have a major fair to present the curriculum of the different majors, also

including the experiences of older students.

JO: Escape has mostly party events, not educational events.

9. How’s committee work going?

EdO: With Educational we had a meeting yesterday and we have a lot of plans already all the

way till January.

AHA: We (event committee) had the Halloween Borrel, our first official meeting is this

Thursday.

FF: Activity is going great, I don't quite understand my role as a General Member.

SB: It is something we try this year, it can range from external affairs to marketing. The tasks

should be divided within the committee over the general members

SH: Commissioner of promotion became redundant since we have the Media Committee now,

therefore they became general members now

SB: assign specific tasks to specific members and also keep some general

EH: If you do find yourself having a lot of freetime you can get creative and support the

committee in other ways

10. New corona measures

SB: cases are rising rapidly, hence the online think tank and canceled borrel

a. More in-person events → how are you feeling safety-wise?

SH: Today was last minute, but the safest option. Someone in SES has COVID now and that

person is pretty active and has seen a lot of people

MM: Last minute, follow regulations of the governments. Good thing that today is cancelled,

even though people did not have the time to properly respond. Transparency is extremely

important therefore this is a good thing.

WW: Marta made a valid point, people could have felt unsafe and violated. Otherwise if we can

inform everyone in advance we need to inform them. Give people the option to join online.



MM: I find it good that the board keeps track of who enters the SES office for COVID tracking.

SH: Shoutout to Jordy for that

TF: Canceling the borrel was good, but if anytime someone gets COVID the borrels can't get

cancelled each time.

AHA: Is there a policy plan corona wise in SES?

SB: Case by case, if we see a lot of people have COVID we will cancel the event.

SH: It is hard at the moment, people are vaccinated and yet cases are skyrocketing. We need to

see what the government is saying next week.

EI: We have to stand within government regulations. Refunds we have to discuss with the board

and ADB, for the borrels this does not matter that much. Early communication is key

MM: Regular COVID update on a weekly basis, good for transparency reasons

JJ: Amstelhaven does not like it that we canceled last minute, Borrels do matter. They have to

pay staff etc.

SH: Health is more important than our relationship with Amstelhaven

MR: There are more consequences if we cancel a borrel just like that, take more into

consideration

SdB: Encourage people to self-test more often

EH: People should be encouraged more to do self tests. Case by case decision is good, but we

need to plan scenarios as well. What if only 1 member has COVID and what if 5 members have

COVID

SH: We need to wait for the government regulations of next week

b. Should we keep some events (when possible) online and offline?

JO: Hybrid is fine, completely online is probably going to be unnecessary in my opinion

EH: Debate online does not work, push physical events within government regulations. Having a

backup for online should be more than enough.

EdO: Hybrid better than online, hybrid is hard to get involved when people are also on site.

Might be better to do it fully online then.

WW: People that don’t feel safe need to be involved in SES as well this can be done online.

Planning stuff online would be really good, hybrid versions are often underwhelming for people

that join online.



MM: Agreed that hybrid events are hard to organise, if we do hybrid events then people should

have the option to be on site or online. Fully online did not work out, we did that last year.

Maybe it is better this year because we have more of a balance. However, it is frustrating if only

3 people show up.

11. Social Safety and Alcohol

SB: We went to an ASVA meeting and they stressed the dangers of alcohol consumption with

regards to the reputation of study associations. We don’t want SES to be an alcohol consumption

assocation.

JO: If you have problems with anyone please go to the board or ADB. Same goes for alcohol

consumption.

SB: Agreed, we need everyone to feel safe!

12. Reminder:

a. Advisory Board

b. Suggestion Box

SB: Completely anonymous

SdB: Did we discuss Eurovisie already? Having seen the extra amount of Eurovisies that are in

the SES office we need to cut them down. It costs less money and will save a lot of paper. Maybe

promote the online version.

SB: I am working on that, I am the board coordinatie of Eurovisie

MM: I am not sure how the composition is, I feel like a lot of culture or Eastern European studies

students are in there. We need more students from different majors for more spread out topics.

SB: They want to make it a cultural magazine, but I will bring it up in their next meeting,

AHA: Social conduct policy. Show people that we do not accept certain behaviour and they need

to be penalised. If a SES member does not behave accordingly SES needs to act on this.

JB: We do have a yellow card/ red card policy within SES. The board can give out warnings and

if needed ban people from SES and SES events

AHA: People need to feel comfortable, SES has been doing this well

EH: You can reach out to the ADB if you don’t feel comfortable reaching out to a board member.

You can ask the ADB to keep something confidential.



AHA: Thank you for telling me, as I am in the event committee and people get drunk at our

events and might misbehave, therefore I wanted to ask.


